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Your eCTM will be stored in that account. If a Member has multiple Program Credit Cards they
cannot be linked to the same Triangle Rewards Account. A Member can request the issuance of
additional Triangle Rewards Cards that have the same account number as that Member’s Triangle
Rewards Account. Collecting electronic Canadian Tire Money eCTM can be collected when you
purchase Eligible Merchandise see below at participating Canadian Tire stores or online at
canadiantire.ca or such other web site as may be designated by Canadian Tire from time to time.To
collect eCTM you must present a Triangle Rewards Card or use a Cardless Method described below.
You can also collect eCTM on that portion of a purchase charged to a Program Credit Card. The
Program Credit Card must be linked to a Triangle Rewards Account at the time the purchase is
made in order to collect eCTM.The amount of eCTM collected on fuel purchases depends on the
number of litres purchased. A minimum fuel purchase may be required before eCTM can be
collected. The rate of collection may vary from time to time and by location and by type of tender
used for payment so check at your local Canadian Tire gas bar.You can also collect eCTM on
purchases that you make at other merchants that are charged to a Program Credit Card.The rate at
which eCTM can be collected may vary from time to time and by location and is subject to change by
Canadian Tire without notice. In addition, you may collect eCTM at a different rate if you pay with a
Program Credit Card than you would if you use a Triangle Rewards Card or Cardless Method .
Purchases made in a foreign currency with a Program Credit Card are first converted into Canadian
currency as set out in the cardmember agreement prior to calculating the amount of eCTM that you
have collected.If you use a Triangle Rewards Card or Cardless Method, it must be swiped or scanned
or your phone number provided, as the case may be, before you make your
purchase.http://onlinebookshopee.com/careeruserfiles/diagnostic-and-statistical-manual-of-mental-di
sorders-fifth-edition-ebook.xml
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When shopping online at canadiantire.ca or other website as designated by Canadian Tire, you must
enter your Triangle Rewards Account number at check out to collect eCTM. Members are also
eligible to collect bonus eCTM, or to collect eCTM at a promotional rate offered from time to time on
the purchase of select items, upon the occurrence of certain events or as part of a promotion or
offer, but unless otherwise indicated, bonus eCTM or eCTM awarded at a promotional rate is
awarded only once for a transaction. You cannot use a Triangle Rewards Card or Cardless Method
together with a Program Credit Card. If you charge a purchase to a Program Credit Card, you will
only earn eCTM at the applicable Program Credit Card rate then in effect, even if you also present
your Triangle Rewards Card or Cardless Method. However, if you redeem eCTM to pay for part of a
transaction and pay for the balance of the transaction with a Program Credit Card that is linked to a
different Triangle Rewards Account than the account from which the redemption is occurring, all
eCTM collected in respect of that transaction will be credited to the Triangle Rewards Account from
which redemption is occurring. You will not be able to collect eCTM on that portion of a transaction
in respect of which you redeemed eCTM. However, we may, from time to time and at our discretion,
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have special offers or promotions that would allow you to collect eCTM on that portion of a
transaction in respect of which you redeemed eCTM. If you use more than one Program Credit Card
to make a purchase e.g. split the cost between two or more cards, all eCTM collected on that
purchase will be credited only to the Triangle Rewards Account linked to the first Program Credit
Card that is presented. If you make payment using a Program Credit Card in combination with some
other form of tender, only that portion of the purchase charged to the Program Credit Card will earn
eCTM at the then applicable Program Credit Card
rate.http://dyglas.com/userData/board/diagnostic-and-statistical-manual-of-mental-disorders-fourth-e
dition-ebook.xml

That portion of the purchases made with the other form of tender may be eligible to earn eCTM at a
different rate. Delays may occur in recording eCTM to a Triangle Rewards Account. Redeeming
electronic Canadian Tire Money eCTM can only be redeemed for merchandise including applicable
taxes at participating Canadian Tire stores or at other locations designated by Canadian Tire.To
redeem your eCTM you must present your Triangle Rewards Card or Cardless Method or Program
Credit Card to the cashier with your purchase. Please note that in some Canadian Tire stores it may
not be possible to simply provide your phone number when redeeming eCTM; presentation of your
Triangle Rewards Card or Program Credit Card or scanning of the Program App may be required
instead.You may not redeem eCTM from more than one Triangle Rewards Account for the same
transaction. You must have enrolled in the Program, or have activated your Program Credit Card, in
order to redeem eCTM. What Happens When an Item is Returned. If you return an item for a refund
and had received eCTM when you purchased such item, such amount of eCTM will be deducted from
your Triangle Rewards Account. Merchandise that was purchased either in whole or in part by
redeeming eCTM may not be returned for cash, rather, the connected Triangle Rewards Account will
be credited with the same amount of eCTM used to make the original purchase. Expiration of
Electronic Canadian Tire Money We may expire the eCTM in your Triangle Rewards Account in the
event that there has been a period of inactivity of 18 months or more. For the purposes of this
section, “inactivity” means that there has been neither a transaction in which you have collected
eCTM, nor a transaction in which you have redeemed eCTM during the period in question.

Termination of Membership and Cancellation of the Program Membership may be terminated by
Canadian Tire if any of the following events occur A the Member has failed to comply with any of
these terms and conditions, or Canadian Tire determines that the Member has abused the Program
or has made any misrepresentation or false statement to Canadian Tire; B the Member dies; C the
Member becomes bankrupt or insolvent or any bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings are
commenced by or against the Member, D the Member is charged with a “designated offence” as
defined in the Criminal Code Canada, E the Member’s Program Payment Card is terminated by
Canadian Tire Bank, or F Canadian Tire suspects the Member of any fraudulent activity in
connection with the Program or the use of a Program Payment Card. A Member may choose to
cancel his or her membership by written notice sent to the address below or by calling Program
customer service. Termination or cancellation of membership in the Program will result in the
immediate closing of the Member’s Triangle Rewards Account and the cancellation of all eCTM in
such Triangle Rewards Account without any compensation or other liability to the Member.
Termination of a Member’s Triangle Rewards Account will also result in the Member no longer being
able to use a Program Payment Card linked to the Program. Canadian Tire may, in its sole discretion
and at any time without prior notice either i cancel the Program or ii except if you are a Member
residing in Quebec, Ontario or such other province where prohibited by law, establish a date upon
which eCTM will expire and may no longer be used. Merging Triangle Rewards Accounts At
Canadian Tire’s discretion, Members may be able to merge their Triangle Rewards Accounts into a
single account.
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That merged account will bear the Triangle Rewards Account number of one of the accounts being
merged and one Member will be designated as the holder of that account with full power and
authority to deal with the account, including closing it, and will become the “Member” hereunder.
All Members wishing to merge their Triangle Rewards Accounts will need to consent to the merger
and agree on which account number will be designated as the number for the newly merged
Triangle Rewards Account and who the accountholder will be. All remaining Triangle Rewards
Account numbers will be cancelled and the persons who are not designated as the accountholder
will no longer be Members in the Program. Donating electronic Canadian Tire Money Members may
be able to donate their eCTM to select charities or community groups. Please visit the Program
Website for details about donating eCTM. Lost or Stolen Triangle Rewards Cards If a Triangle
Rewards Card is lost, stolen or destroyed, Canadian Tire will issue a new card on presentation of
proper identification, and the balance in the Member’s Triangle Rewards Account will be transferred
to a new Triangle Rewards Account. Canadian Tire assumes no responsibility if eCTM has been used
by anyone who presents a lost or stolen Triangle Rewards Card, Cardless Method or Program
Payment Card before Canadian Tire is notified of such loss or theft. Partner Locations We may, from
time to time, designate certain other merchants as locations at which you can collect or redeem
eCTM a Partner.If you redeem eCTM at a Partner we are not responsible for any loss, damage,
injury, death or expense as a result of any item or service you acquired at such Partner. General
eCTM is not exchangeable and cannot be redeemed for cash or made subject to any security
interest.These terms and conditions, as amended by Canadian Tire from time to time, constitute the
entire agreement between the Member and Canadian Tir e with respect to eCTM.

On occasion, Canadian Tire, our various businesses within the Canadian Tire family of companies
and any Partners may communicate special offers, information and services to Members by email,
text message standard text messaging and data rates may apply or other communication preferences
selected by you using the contact information you have provided. Any Member who does not wish to
receive these offers may so indicate on the Program Website or by calling Program customer service
at 18002268473. Please note that even if you have opted out of receiving marketing
communications, we may still contact you for the purposes of administering your account and
sending you transactional or operational messages. Any waiver by Canadian Tire of any of these
terms and conditions at any time does not mean that Canadian Tire cannot rely on these terms and
conditions at any subsequent time. No delay or omission by Canadian Tire in exercising any right or
remedy hereunder shall operate as waiver thereof or of any other right or remedy. All Triangle
Rewards Cards remain the sole property of Canadian Tire and, if requested by Canadian Tire, must
be returned to Canadian Tire upon the cancellation of a Member’s membership in the Program. The
Member is responsible for informing Canadian Tire of any change to his or her personal information
e.g. name, address, email, etc., by visiting the Program Website or by calling Program customer
service. Canadian Tire reserves the right to terminate a Member’s participation in the Program or to
block a Member’s ability to use the Member’s eCTM if Canadian Tire has inaccurate or incomplete
information respecting the Member. Enrolment in the Program constitutes acceptance of these
terms and conditions and each applicant for membership in the Program consents to the collection
and use of personal information in accordance with the Canadian Tire Privacy Charter, as amended
from time to time.

If any provision of these terms and conditions is invalid or unenforceable, such provision will not
affect the validity and enforceability of any of the remaining terms and conditions. Participants are
responsible for any taxes, duties or other charges associated with their participation in the Program.
Any written notice to Canadian Tire may be sent by ordinary mail to Triangle Rewards Program PO
BOX 2000, Station Main Welland, ON L3B 5S3 We may cancel any eCTM that has not been properly
issued or that we believe has been issued due to fraudulent conduct or conduct that is inconsistent
with these terms and conditions or the spirit of the Program. The version of the terms and conditions



that is posted from time to time on the Program Website will govern the Program. These terms and
conditions are governed by the laws of Ontario and the federal laws of Canada applicable in Ontario.
You will be provided with written notice of any amendment to these terms and conditions setting out
the new clause only or the amended clause and how it read formerly and the date that the
amendment will take effect at least 60 days, but not more than 90 days, before it is to take effect.
Upon receipt of the notice, you may choose to reject the amendment and rescind these terms and
conditions. These terms and conditions are governed by the laws of Quebec and the federal laws of
Canada applicable in Quebec. It is your express wish that these Program terms and conditions be
written in the English language. All Canadian Tire companies have adopted the Canadian Tire
Privacy Charter Privacy Charter . A list of frequently asked privacy questions FAQs is available to
provide you with examples and instances of how your personal information may be collected, used
and disclosed. Our policies and practices have been designed to comply with the Personal
Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act and provincial private sector privacy acts.

Our Privacy Charter may be amended from time to time. A copy of the most current version of our
Privacy Charter and our FAQs can be obtained online at triangle.com or by calling 18002268473. We
may provide your personal information to Canadian Tir e affiliates or to other third party Marketing
Partners, including under a Loyalty Program, so that they can notify you directly of products,
services, rewards and special offers that may be of interest to you. These notices may be given to
you by postal mail, email, facsimile, telephone, text message or other form of electronic messaging
using the contact information that you provide to us. Withdrawal of consent to collect, use and
disclose your personal information may restrict our ability to provide you with some products and
services, such as the privileges and opportunities of being a member of the Loyalty Program. You
may always withdraw or refuse your consent by clicking on the unsubscribe link in our email
communications or by contacting us at 18002268473. Your request will be promptly processed but
may not be in time to remove you from promotions already in progress. Please note that even if you
have opted out of receiving marketing communications, we may still contact you for the purposes of
administering your account and sending you transactional or operational emails. We do not sell or
rent personal information. Our Service Providers may be located in or outside of Canada and may be
required to disclose your information under the laws of their jurisdiction. For complete details as to
how we collect, use and disclose your personal information, please see our Privacy Charter and
FAQs. The information conveyed through this tool is not guaranteed to be error free or validated by
manufacturers. Canadian Tire Corporation, Limited and its affiliates and associate dealers, are not
liable for the use of this tool or your purchase decisions.

All fees collected go towards the collection, transportation and processing costs of recycling used
tires. Taxes payable on price before rebate. Valid until September 30, 2020. Funded by the
Government of Canada. Available in Ontario only. See details in store. Interest does not accrue
during the period of the plan. However, if we do not receive the full minimum due on a statement
within 59 days of the date of that statement, or any event of default other than a payment default
occurs under your Cardmember Agreement, all special payment plans on your account will
terminate and i you will then be charged interest on the balances outstanding on such plans at the
applicable regular annual rate from the day after the date of your next statement, and ii the balances
outstanding will form part of the balance due on that statement. There is no administration fee
charged for entering into a special payments plan. Each month during an equal payments plan you
are required to pay in full by the due date that month’s equal payments plan instalment. Any unpaid
portion not received by the due date will no longer form part of the equal payments plan and interest
will accrue on that amount from the day after the date of your next statement at the applicable
regular annual rate. Offer subject to change without notice. Some applicants may receive a higher or
lower regular annual rate depending on a credit evaluation. For residents of Quebec, the period
between the statement date and the due date for payment is 26 days. The billing period covered by



each statement can be from 2833 days. The Triangle Mastercard and the Triangle World Elite
Mastercard do not have an annual fee. Examples of borrowing costs rounded to the nearest cent
assuming that all charges are purchases bearing interest at the regular annual rate of 19.

99%, a 30 day month, no charges made on special payment plans and no other fees, additional
payments or other changes are You cannot collect paper Canadian Tire Money on bonus offers. Any
bonus multiplier is based on the base rate of collecting CT Money. Not all items sold at Canadian
Tire earn CT Money. The offered rate is exclusive of any bonus or promotional offers or redemption
transactions. CT Money is collected on the pretax. Terms and Conditions apply. Visit for more
information. Items may be display models or not exactly as shown and may not be available in all
stores. Quantities may be limited. Contact your store for more information. We reserve the right to
limit quantities. Sorry no rainchecks excluding Quebec. Shipping fees and delivery times vary
depending on location, size and weight of the items and is only available within the province of the
Canadian Tire retail location “Store” from which the items was purchased. Bulk items will only be
delivered within a 100km radius of the Store. Not available in Recontre East, NL. Conditions and
restrictions apply. Visit for more information. Additional oil filter charges will apply. Eco fees, taxes
and additional fees where applicable, are extra. Coupon valid for onetime use only. Coupon has no
cash value and must be presented and surrendered at time of redemption. Not valid in conjunction
with any other offer, coupon or discount. One coupon per vehicle. We reserve the right to limit the
number of coupons redeemed per person. Limited time only. Altered or modified coupons will not be
accepted. Coupon valid for intended recipient only. Some restrictions apply. See in store for details.
You can withdraw your consent to receive text messages about Canadian Tire Auto offers at any time
by texting STOP to 38667. You may unsubscribe at any time.The Triangle credit cards are issued by
Canadian Tire Bank. You cannot collect paper CT Money on bonus offers. Any bonus multiplier is
based on the base rate of 0.

4% collecting CT Money and will be added to whatever the Member would otherwise collect, without
the bonus. Conditions apply. Visit triangle.com for full program rules and Partner location
information. CT Money is collected on the pretax amount of the purchase. Bonus CT Money collected
from online orders will be applied to the Member’s Triangle Rewards Account within five weeks of
the purchase date. The Gift Card may not be exchanged for cash, used to purchase other gift cards
or applied as a payment on any Canadian Tire credit account. Applicable taxes will be charged on
the total transaction value before deducting the Gift Card value. Canadian Tire and Mastercard
International Incorporated are not responsible for replacing the value on this Gift Card if it is lost,
stolen destroyed, damaged or used without your knowledge or consent. All fees collected go towards
the collection, transportation and processing costs of recycling used tires. Taxes payable on price
before rebate. Canadian Tire and Mastercard International Incorporated are not responsible for
replacing the value on this Gift Card if it is lost, stolen destroyed, damaged or used without your
knowledge or consent. For complete details as to how we collect, use and disclose your personal
information, please see our Privacy Charter and FAQs. This will identify all stores in your search
area. Select your preferred store from the ones identified and click the “Select Store” button. Once
this selection is made, store availability will appear on all product detail pages. We suggest you call
the store to confirm availability. Please call the store for more information. Simply enter a new
address, city or postal code, click on the “Find Stores” button on the left side and a new set of stores
will be listed below, based on your new criteria. The store availability for each product you view will
be shown automatically.

Should you want other stores, simply click on the “Check Other Stores” link and enter another
province, city or postal code. It is best to call your local store to check the earliest availability date.
We receive inventory information from our stores across Canada typically once a day and inventory
changes during the day are not reflected in the information provided. If you do not have the old part



with you at the time of purchase of the new part, you must pay the core charge. That charge is
refunded to you when you return the old part. Like a bottle deposit, the charge is designed to
encourage recycling. When you return the part, the recyclable component is returned to the part
manufacturer for rebuilding and recycling. If they are, the core charge will be returned. If they are
not, then the customer will not receive a core charge refund. This fee helps ensure that these
products are collected, recycled, reused or, when that is not possible, disposed of in the most
environmentallyfriendly way. In Quebec, Bill 60 legislation requires that advertised product prices
include environmental fees and core charges. On canadiantire.ca, Quebec customers will see their
stores environmental fees and core charges clearly displayed in the Total Price. It is added to ATVs
to cover the cost of wheel, handlebar and control levers installation, and battery charging and
installation. Details on warranties can be found on all product detail pages. If you need to make a
claim on the manufacturers warranty, please contact your local Canadian Tire store. If a product is
defective, the manufacturers warranty applies. If none is specified, we offer a oneyear warranty on
most products. Place a stiff paper on top of your head, parallel to the floor and mark the wall. Then
measure from mark to floor. Keep the tape snug, but not tight. For men, this may be under the arms
at the widest area. Inseam Stand in stocking feet with legs slightly apart.

Measure from the crotch, along the leg and down to the floor. Head Measure the circumference of
the head with a tape measure, one inch 2.54cm above the eyebrows. This will compensate for the
normal swelling that your feet experience each and every day. Put on the type of sock that you will
normally be wearing for the footwear that you are about to select. As an example, if you wear a
heavier sock with ice skates, then wear these when measuring your foot. Measure both feet and
select the size that is the larger. As you may be aware, many people have one foot that is slightly
larger than the other. While seated place your foot flat on a piece of paper. Using a pen or pencil,
and holding it as straight upright as possible, place marks on the paper at the tip of your big toe and
at your heel. Using a ruler measure the distance between these two points in either inches or
centimeters. Refer to the following North American and European footwearsizing chart. Remember
to repeat this exercise for your other foot and use the larger measurement when selecting your
footwear. Heres our footwear size chart. Keep in mind that kidskin leather is very supple and will
stretch a small amount. There are two ways of determining your glove size Measure around the top
part of your hand over the knuckles, excluding the thumb. Measure the width of your palm. Here are
our gloves sizing charts for the above measurement methods. There should be no excess material at
the ends of your fingertips. Use the same sizing guidelines as for driving gloves above. When sizing a
youth or childs bike Leg inseam and rim size are important. Here are our bike size charts. Shoes
Curling shoes should fit the same way as your street shoes; i.e., if you wear a size 7 street shoe, you
should wear a size 7 curling shoe. Here are our curling gear size charts. For example, if your shoe
size is 7, your figure skates should be size 8.

The moulded boot fits like a street shoe, so select your normal footwear size and refer to this size
chart for the other measurements. If specific sizing in inches or centimeters is available, these sizes
are provided. Elbow Pads Elbow pads and glove size go hand in hand and must be fitted together.
Helmets To order the proper size of helmet, measure the circumference of the head with a tape
measure. Please note helmets include some allowance for adjustment within the size ranges
specified by the manufacturer. Please refer to this size chart. Pants In general, pants should fit
according to waist size; however, if taller than average, buy a size up for extra length and protection
in the thigh area. Shin Pads While seated, and wearing skates, measure the leg from the middle of
the kneecap to the top eyelet of the skate. Shoulder Pads Proper fit affords the best protection. You
can find the size chart here. Hockey Skates Select one full size less than the regular shoe size. For
instance, if you normally take a size 8 shoe, order a size 7 skate. Women wishing to purchase mens
hockey skates must first convert their size to a mens size by subtracting one and a half sizes from
the normal shoe size. For example, a womens size 9 equals a mens size 7.5. Then subtract one size



to determine skate size. In this example, the proper skate size would be a mens size 6.5. It may be
necessary to purchase a Junior size skate in some cases. Some sample conversions are shown here.
Socks Measure from the top of the ankle to threequarters up the thigh. Here are some typical sock
conversions and age groups for proper fit. Aluminum and Composite Sticks Most aluminum and
composite sticks are flexrated. Sweaters Jerseys must fit loosely in order to cover all protective
equipment and also to let the upper body breathe. For example, if you usually wear a mens large,
choose that size for your hockey sweater. Throat Protectors These are adjustable and fit based on
collar size.

The tip of the ski should reach the middle of your palm. Select this length of ski. Ski Boots Please
refer to the footwear chart at the beginning of this section and note that all crosscountry ski boots
are only available in European sizes. Ski Poles Measure the distance from the floor to your armpit.
Thats how long your ski poles should be. All fees collected go towards the collection, transportation
and processing costs of recycling used tires. Taxes payable on price before rebate. For complete
details as to how we collect, use and disclose your personal information, please see our Privacy
Charter and FAQs. However, online prices, product and service selection and availability, as well as
sale effective dates, may differ from those in store and may vary by geographic region. Dealers are
under no obligation to make promotional products available, or to match online prices until the sale
begins in their region. Market conditions and competitive pressures may cause prices and
availability to change without further notice. Canadian Tire Associate Dealers may sell for less. We
reserve the right to correct errors at any time. All prices quoted are payable in Canadian Dollars
and, unless otherwise stated, do not include shipping charges, GST, PST, QST or HST. The eFLYER
and canadiantire.ca each offer limitedtime sales values, special buys and items at Canadian Tires
everyday low prices. Regular prices shown reflect the prices at which the products have been sold
by Canadian Tire as of the date of issuance indicated. Therefore, the total on the work order may not
match the total being paid at the register. Our Privacy Charter explains the types of customer
personal information we collect, how it is used and the steps we take to ensure your personal
information is handled appropriately. Canadian Tire stores and certain Marks, FGL and PartSource
stores are owned and operated by independent dealers or franchisees.


